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Abstract
Research on opinion spreading has received more and more attention in recent years. This paper
focus on make a summary of opinion evolution researches, we first review some classical opinion
models, and then introduce the existing result of improvement models from the aspect of opinion
space, model parameter, social network and so on. The current study’s limitation and further research are also prospected at the end. By in-depth understand the opinion spreading mechanism
so as to guide and control the public opinions, which is very useful and meaningful.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, many researchers have made significant contributions to the field of opinion evolution. Public
opinion makes a great difference to politics and economics and so on. The behavior of individual in the society
are susceptible to the influence of public opinion, triggered by public opinion of social events often occur. Thus
in order to prevent the disaster, and control the spreading of negative public opinion, we need to understand the
formation and propagation mechanism of public opinion. Each individual always hold his attitude or opinion for
any event, while his opinion will be changed after communicate with his neighbors. In this paper, we make an
overview summary on opinion spreading dynamics, from the classical model to improved models, focus on model parameters, the communication mechanism, the network topology to analysis the existing results. We will
introduces the classical opinion evolution models in the next section, and in Section 3, we will introduce the
further study of opinion spreading models from the five main aspect.

2. Classical Models
In recent years, agent-based computer simulations are viewed as an innovative way of simulating many social
behaviors grounded on minimal rules, simplicity and emergence. Most opinion evolution researches using agentbased computer simulations. In the existing study of opinion spreading, the models can be divided into discrete
opinion model and continuous models. The most popular continuous opinion spreading models consists of Deffuant model [1] and Hegselmann-Krause model [2]; while the discrete models including Sznajd model [3], voter
model [4], Galam majority rule model [5] and social impact model [6]. We will simply introduce the evolving
rules of these models in the following.
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2.1. Deffuant Mode

There are N agents in the system, each agents holds a continuous opinion. In xi ( t ) each time step, two agents
are random chose, if their opinion distance below the opinion threshold xi ( t ) − x j ( t ) < d , they can communicate according to the following rules, otherwise, they keep their opinion unchanged.

 xi ( t + 1=
) xi ( t ) + µ ( x j ( t ) − xi ( t ) )


) x j ( t ) + µ ( xi ( t ) − x j ( t ) )
 x j ( t + 1=

(1)

The opinion convergence parameter µ values from 0 to 0.5.

2.2. HK Model
There are N agents in the system, each agents holds an continuous opinion xi ( t ) . The same with Deffuant
model, each individual choose communicate neighbors according to the bounded confidence principle, they only
communicate with neighbors who share the similar opinion, namely I ( i, x ) = 1 ≤ j ≤ n xi − x j ≤ ε i . At each
time step, the agents change their opinion on the basis of the following rules:

{

=
xi ( t + 1)

I ( i, x ( t ) )

−1
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j∈ I ( i , x ( t ) )

x j ( t ), t ∈ T

}

(2)

2.3. Sznajd Model
The system is composed of N agents, each agents can only hold opinions of two choice, si = A or B. The
model based on the thesis of “three people spreading reports of a tiger make you believe there is one around”. At
each time step, random select an agent i and agent i + 1 to influence their nearest neighbors’ opinion, agent
i − 1 and agent i + 1 . Dynamic rules as follows:
1) If si = si +1 , then they will affect their neighbors agent i − 1 and i + 1 , si −=
s=
si +=
si + 2 ;
1
i
1
.
2) If si ≠ si +1 , then they can only affect each other’s neighbor,=
si −1 s=
,
s
s
i +1
i
i+2

2.4. Voter Model
N agents, each agent has opinion 0 or 1 in the system. The model is base on Ising model, and processes a very
simple dynamic rule. In every step, first choose an agent at random, and then the agent will random adopt one of
his neighbor’s opinion as his own attitude.

2.5. Galam Majority Rule Model
There are N agents in the system, among them, the proportion of agents with opinion si = 1 is p+ , while the
other p− = 1 − p+ agent hold the opinion si = −1 . The model take fully connected network into consideration,
namely every agent can communicate with all the other agents in the network. At each time step, first find r
agents at random and regard them as a community, second find out the majority opinion of the community, at
last make everyone in the community replace their opinion with the majority opinion.

2.6. Social Impact Model
This model consider the social impact is the main factor that affecting the opinion change, while the social impact including interactive, reciprocal, and recursive operation. In summary, there are two mian factor to decide
agents’ opinion, recursive impact Iˆp and supportive impact Iˆs . For an individual, the supportive impact refers
to the neighbors’ impact who share the same opinion, while the oppose opinion neighbors in the social will have
recursive impact on the individual. The calculation formula, respectively:

(

)

N0 


(3)

(

)

N s 

(4)

Iˆp = N 01 2  ∑ pi di2

Iˆs = N s1 2  ∑ si di2

N 0 and N s respectively refers to the number of individuals with an opposing view and individuals sharing
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the individual’s view (including the individual), pi and si denotes the persuasiveness of individual i with
an opposing view or the same view, di the distance between individual i and the recipient. At each time step,
for each agent, get his recursive impact Iˆp and supportive impact Iˆs . If Iˆp Iˆs > 1 , then he will change his
opinion based on his past opinion, and random generate the new recursive impact Iˆp and supportive impact
Iˆs , otherwise, he won’t change his opinion.
According to the above classical opinion models, no matter spreading on probability or some rules of use
neighbors’ opinion, they are all concentrate on opinion convergence when reach stable state. After the emergence of classical models, many further researches focus on the models, from the model parameter, social network and evolution mechanism.

3. Further Study on Classical Model
3.1. Opinion Space
Classical models can be divide into discrete and continuous models according to opinion, while in the latter
study, discrete opinion also be introduced into continuous models such as KH model and Deffuant model,
the result show that compared with continuous opinion, the discrete opinion make the model algorithms
faster and more stable [7]-[9].
On the other hand, use a simple value to express one’s opinion will ignore one’s subjective willingness.
Thus some studies introduce the relative agreement opinion model. The model adding uncertainly which decide the intensity of influence on one’s opinion. Two agents’ opinion overlap minus non-overlap part means
their agreement. The communication does not only change opinion but also uncertainly [10] [11].
The prime model all assume that the system exist only one subject and each agents only hold one opinion,
however, agents have opinions on different subjects. Thus vector are introduced to show the opinion since
agents may have opinions on dierent subjects, the simulation result tells there mostly exists no absolute
consensus in multidimensional opinion model [9] [12].

3.2. Model Parameters
Confidence bounded—whether in Deffaunt model or in KH model, the confidence bounded are the main
factors that influencing the opinion convergence and driven stabilization. There is a critical threshold of
confidence bounded in continuous models, when above the value all opinion can reach a consensus state, and
the threshold remain to be 0.5 unaffected by network topology. On the contrary when below the threshold
the whole opinion is difficult to reach agreement [13]-[16]. On the other hand, everyone share the same confidence bounded that is clearly not conform to the reality. Some study suggest that everyone should hold
different confidence bounded, they let confidence dounded of Deffaunt model follow a random distribution
or power law distribution, the result show that the opinion will reach consensus if expectations of confidence
bounded beyond 0.5, and the confidence bounded distribution also affect the convergence speed, sharply
distribution converge faster than broadly distribution [17] [18].
First impression—The initial opinion distribution or first impression also attract attentions, in classic
models, the first impression always follows uniform distribution, some study make it follows different random distribution, and proposed that the confidence bounded critical threshold which is related to initial opinion distribution, and the different first impression distribution makes consensus time different [9] [19].
what’s more, the Deffuant algorithm is mainly average the initial input [20].
Interaction parameter—also call convergence parameter μ, used to express the influence degree of communication neighbors on individual’s own opinion in Deffuant model By investigate homogeneous and heterogeneous converse parameter, the result show that the parameter only influence the opinion consensus
time, but have nothing to do with final opinion distribution [16].

3.3. Network Topology
In the beginning, those models often studied in a square lattice thus everyone can only communicate with his
four neighbors, or some study apply in the fully-connected network thus everyone can communicate with all
other person. Since complex network become more and more popular, more and more study concentrate on
modeling opinion evolution on complex social network, such as random networks [21], scale-free networks [7]
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and small-world networks [22], to make the model more realistic. Finding that network topology greatly influenced the opinion consensus, scale-free network can speed up opinion evolution compared with small-world
network [16].
In order to further study the topology of the network, many scholars consider the directed network. Gandica
compared opinion evolution on directed and undirected small-word networks, it is more difficult for directed
WS network to reach consensus because it have less links. On the other hand, the network size have no impact
on opinion final state, while confidence bounded have great influence than small world rewiring probability [23].
And the researches about direct and undirected scale-free network on opinion spreading models are also in
progress [24] [25]. In short, the directed network has the same influence on KH model, while have different effects and get different result on Deffuant model [26].

3.4. Social Diversity
After in-depth study of classical model, although adding network topology makes the opinion evolution model
more realistic, the simple opinion spreading or exchange mechanism still bounded by the assumption. Therefore,
a lot of researches are put forward according to the basic model of different improvement.
The classical network consider all individuals the same, and ignoring the social diversity. While in real life,
individual’s character will be affect by social environment, thus his spreading rules will be changed too. Various
modifications of the classical models aimed at making the model to be more realistic to show some real phenomenon. Introduce the social power into opinion spreading model is one of the most notable achievements to reflect the social diversity. Social power refers to that each individual have different influence on other individuals.
In social network, mainly use an average degree of the node to represent his social power. The result show that
the presence of hub nodes make heterogeneous scale-free network easier to reach consensus by introduce the
social diversity in this definition [27] [28].
There are some studies divide agents into two or three types base on agent attribute parameters. Such as social
power, node degree, betweenness, vulnerability and so on are used to evaluate the social power, and leader have
stronger impact (social power) on neighbors than followers [21] [29]. Some studies introduce a “confidence”
parameter or self-belief based on convergence parameter to weighting how much the agent trust his own opinion
with respect to those of others, and classified agents into three categories according to different self-belief.
Open-minded agents or followers have a low self-belief and therefore are more susceptible to neighbors, closedminded or leaders agents have a high self-belief, and moderate-minded agents [30] [31]. This mechanism has
also been applied to other model [32] [33]. The result show that agents with different self-belief level have different impact on opinion spreading, closed-minded agents have negative effect on opinion consensus, while the
open-minded agents can’t speed up convergence as expect.
Communication rules also can be used to performance the social diversity, individuals can be divided into two
categories—leader and follower, or informed agents and major agents, etc. They comply with different rules,
during the communication the leaders won’t change their opinion or they opinion only can be affect by leaders,
while the follower obey the same rule as classical models, both leaders and followers will influence their opinion. In such system, the leader has a great influence on opinion evolution no matter in which network topology
[11] [34]-[36].
In either classification methods, leadership nodes are have a great impact on the opinion spreading, we can
control the whole network opinion to reach consensus by leaders.

3.5. Improvement on Spreading Mechanism
In order to reproduce the most common phenomenon of real life, the classical model always ignore some special
cases, make the communication condition too harsh. For example, the models assume that only when agents
share the similar opinion will exchange opinion, while in real life, individuals also spreading opinions to distinct
neighbors. Many researches improved the model by considerate such special conditions, such as add similarity-based random neighbors into communicate neighborhood, outside the confidence bounded two agents also
can change opinion based on random selection, the model will always reaches consensus [37]. The long-range
multi-choice (LMDW) model aim at study the influence of this special conditions on opinion spreading, and
Grauwin consider it as an interaction noise [38] [39]. On the contrary, others think communication conditions of
the classical model are too broad because the communication neighbors only be chose by opinion similarity,
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while there are some more factors to exclude communication neighbors. Such as eyeshot limit mechanism, that
is to say, beside opinion similarity, individuals can only communicate with neighbors within limited geography
distance [40]. Adding bounded influence parameter is another way to filter the neighbors [17].

4. Conclusions
Researches on opinion spreading or evolution models have received a lot of achievement in recent years, but
still need to be further studies. Current models mostly based on discrete or continuous opinion value to represent
individuals’ attitude and behavior, thus the complexities of individuals are ignored, and sometimes they won’t
perform the same as they think. This kind of study also has been put forward recently, such as continuous opinion and discrete action models (CODA models). In addition, sociology or complex network theory can be related to opinion spreading mechanism to make the model more realistic, such as individual diversity. Since the
Internet become an essential part of our life, it is important to study the influence of online network on opinion
spreading.
Everyone lives in the society, influenced by the environment, public opinion will affect individuals around the
thinking and behavior. Especially when deal with the emergency, understand the opinion spreading mechanism,
further to predict and control the public opinions, will be helpful for social stability. Therefore Study of the evolution of public opinion has great significance and application value.
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